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‘I am not credulous nor superstitious, I don’t believe that a ticket or a number can be more fortunate than another. It is mere chance. There are however people credulous enough to make choice of a certain number preferably [sic] to another. It is sometimes not credulity, it is often caprice’.​[1]​ When these words were published in 1774 the question of whether some lottery tickets were more fortunate than others was particularly vexing. Throughout the 1770s John Molesworth repeatedly, spectacularly and notoriously offered for sale lottery tickets which he claimed were more likely than others to win prizes. In this article I tell his story and explore how Molesworth went about defending his claims and persuading adventurers in the lottery to purchase his tickets.
State lotteries were held in Britain in most years from 1694 to 1826 and were a key to raising  funds to pay for expensive wars, and by the 1770s were a very well-established part of the social, political, economic and cultural calendars. Although tickets in the annual eighteenth-century state lotteries usually cost at least ten pounds, small shares in tickets were also sold and ‘adventurers’ bought tickets jointly. There were a few large prizes (called capital prizes) usually including a £20,000 prize and numerous small prizes, and in the 1770s most of the lotteries had fifty or sixty thousand tickets.​[2]​ The drawings took weeks as each numbered ticket was drawn from a barrel (called a wheel) and matched to either a prize or a blank ticket drawn from another wheel. Popular schemes were run alongside the lotteries: a ‘chance’ was only eligible for large prizes and an ‘insurance’ was a bet on when a particular ticket would be drawn.​[3]​ Lotteries were spectacular and throughout the eighteenth century concerns were raised about the social and moral effects of the lottery although it always had its defenders.​[4]​ 
Tickets were sold by the government to agents, the lottery ticket sellers, who then competed vigorously for sales. In the sale of tickets (as opposed to chances and insurance which were sold on varying terms) there was not much to compete over – adventurers were advised to be wary of unreliable record keeping, previous sales of winning tickets were boasted about and incentives to purchase early or compensation for tickets that were later drawn blanks were offered – but the sellers were effectively marketing the same product.​[5]​ Molesworth supposedly changed this: ‘Integrity, Diligence and Correctness, together with the good Fortune of selling the Large Prizes, were formerly Recommendations to public Favour, and puffing on these Subjects was always considered as fair and legal’ but Molesworth’s ‘Attempt to ensnare the Favours of the Public, by a pretended Calculation’ was ‘as unjust and ungenerous as it is futile and impracticable’ complained a letter writer to the Public Advertiser in 1772.​[6]​ Throughout the eighteenth century some adventurers had always taken the trouble to seek out tickets that they thought were more likely than others to win prizes, and fortune tellers had long offered their services in helping them identify them.​[7]​ What Molesworth did was to offer only tickets that had been specially selected and he did this at a time when others, as we will see, were also combining science and spectacle in a commercial contexts.
Molesworth has been a useful and sometimes diverting episode in modern accounts of probability, everyday mathematics, the Irish lottery, and the novel, but has received more limited treatment in general accounts of the history of lotteries.​[8]​ Understandably these often illuminating but brief discussions of Molesworth are necessarily selective. While I do not promise a comprehensive treatment here, I hope by placing Molesworth centre stage to tell his story more fully and to make contributions to two current and related debates in eighteenth-century studies: debates around credit and trust, and discussions of the relationship between projectors or charlatans and natural philosophers. 
The interrelated fields of the histories of trust, credit and knowledge-making are now well established and this study of Molesworth fits squarely within them.​[9]​ Eighteenth-century retailing strategies have been understood within these contexts but what makes Molesworth a particularly important case-study is that the claims he made about what he was trying to sell involved chance.​[10]​ Molesworth’s claim that the lottery tickets he sold were more likely to win large prizes than other tickets was attacked as ‘absurd’ and an ‘imposition’. To defend his claim he brought together strategies from natural philosophy, legal, corporate and social settings. He presented himself as a gentleman, an expert in mathematics with equipment that could be inspected and evidence that could be verified. He claimed to be a mathematician but was attacked as a conjuror. Scholars have begun to challenge the ease with which related categories of the projector and the charlatan might be distinguished from the natural philosopher and have shown, for example, how projectors had much in common with chemists.​[11]​ Some have taken this further to suggest that by placing figures like Molesworth’s contemporaryJames Graham, who offered late-eighteenth century Londoners a therapeutic ‘Celestial Bed’, in performance rather than medical contexts they appear ‘as the uncanny double (rather than straight-forward antagonist) of the scientist and the artist’.​[12]​ This study of Molesworth takes the project of collapsing these boundaries even further.The majority of the sources for this article are printed: newspapers, pamphlets and handbills, and prints. Molesworth’s detractors agreed that his was ‘a much boasted Calculation’ and that he himself ‘puffs away, and fills whole columns in the papers’.​[13]​ Eighteenth-century lottery promotion was very competitive and generally was very papery with lottery offices  not only repeatedly advertising in newspapers but also offering their printed schemes ‘gratis’; in 1781, for example, the American merchant Samuel Curwen recorded taking ‘43 different schemes’ from London offices and noted that this was probably only a quarter of them; the English Short Title Catalogue however, records only one such scheme for 1781.​[14]​ Some of Molesworth’s printed materials then, as well as those from his opponents have not survived.What follows is largely structured around a chronological account of Molesworth’s career. In the early part I introduce Molesworth, outline the attacks on him and his claims and discuss the central strategies he used to defend himself. Then I assess his impact and finally discuss what happened to him later in his career. 	

John Molesworth, born in 1751, was the grandson of Robert Molesworth, First Viscount Molesworth.​[15]​ He described himself as ‘Late of Peterhouse College, Cambridge, and of the Inner Temple, London’.​[16]​ In 1770 lottery office keepers Richardson and Goodluck first advertised his tickets. As Molesworth told the story, he had worked on calculations since the late 1760s and convinced a lottery office keeper ‘by the greatness of the labour, and numbers and size of my books, that I had seriously studied these chances’ and the keeper ‘comparing my numbers with the authenticated list of prize numbers, found there was something more than mere speculation in a work, which so clearly marked out the most fortunate numbers’.​[17]​ Even before it was revealed that Molesworth was the ‘gentleman eminent for calculation of chances’ Richardson and Goodluck advertised that 600 selected tickets would contain the same number of capital prizes as 700 randomly chosen tickets.​[18]​ Although the ratio of selected to random tickets varied over the years this was Molesworth’s key claim: his tickets were more likely than others to win a large prize. Richardson and Goodluck sold the selected tickets in the state lotteries of 1770, 1771 and 1772, when the scheme was described as ‘so highly advantageous … that it is next to impossible for any person to lose.’​[19]​ After a falling out between Molesworth and Richardson and Goodluck, Molesworth selected tickets for Ryan and Co. in two private lotteries in 1773 until they were exposed for selling shares in tickets they did not possess, after which Molesworth set up independently (although later he did work with others).​[20]​
I want to begin by looking at Molesworth’s various strategies to defend and promote his schemes: his claims that they were based on calculation and experiment; his offering apparatus for inspection; his presentation of evidence from previous lotteries; the sealing and opening of books of selected numbers; his self-promotion as a gentleman and association with elite men as well as his use of sworn statements; and his predictions and willingness to wager on them. As we will see later, he also employed other strategies in response to difficult circumstances.
Molesworth always claimed that his tickets were selected by a calculation which he described in his 1774 pamphlet Proofs of the Reality and Truth of Lottery Calculations.​[21]​ Molesworth acknowledged that the lottery was based on an ‘equality of chances’ and upon this principle were based arguments ‘against the practicability of forming any calculation, by which it could be made to appear that any one number stood a better chance for a given prize, or for being drawn sooner than another.’ Molesworth claimed however, that his calculation was based upon this ‘very equality of chances’. His method was calculation checked by practice: ‘I have had near a hundred Lotteries on various plans, drawn … in order to be thoroughly convinced that no error or deception would appear in my theory, when it came to be reduced to practice.’​[22]​ Lorraine Daston suggests that there was a dictotomy between elite and non-elite attitudes to chance in the eighteenth century, or at least between an ‘official enlightenment’ view, held by theologians and mathematicians, that denounced luck, and views held by lottery players themselves. She argues that ‘neither sermons nor calculations seemed to have made much of an impression on the average player,’ and that ‘reforming and popular literature on gambling suggest that calculations were either ignored or held in outright contempt by players.’​[23]​ Here in Moleworth’s promotional materials however, calculations, even not fully revealed ones, were at least presented to persuade players.
From 1770 ‘any gentleman’ could view the ‘very expensive apparatus’ used for making the ‘various experiments’.​[24]​ Unlike mesmerists and electrical demonstrators who had ‘live’ performances Molesworth only offered viewings and described his early experiments as ‘private’.​[25]​ The wheels were made by Henry Sidgier, who in 1772 was making a second set ‘on a most curious plan’ to hold all 60,000 tickets of that year’s lottery.’​[26]​ Sidgier, cabinet maker and upholsterer, had in 1770 advertised the sale of ‘his new-invented Bedstead’ which transformed into a settee without ‘the least inconvenience to the person confined therein’, and in 1782 was granted Letters Patent for a washing machine.​[27]​ Chronologically, Molesworth’s wheels were between the sofa bed and the washing machine, and like them were curious and convenient contraptions.
Viewing Molesworth’s wheels was apparently popular and supposedly convinced adventurers of ‘the great labour and expence bestowed upon the Calculations’.​[28]​ Viewers could also talk to Molesworth, who ‘explains his Doctrine of Chances so clearly, and gives such positive Proofs of the Reality of the Calculations, that every unprejudiced Person must be convinced there is something more than mere ideal Advantage in his uncommon Propositions.’​[29]​ The wheels were the visual emblem of what Molesworth offered and featured on a tradecard which he gave away in 1774 (see figure 1).​[30]​
	Molesworth’s competitors repeatedly criticized his claims: the stock brokers and lottery office keepers Barnes and Golightly attacked Molesworth’s scheme in 1771 as ‘a glaring Attempt to impose on the Public’ which ‘would justly merit their Contempt and Resentment’ claiming that ‘Every Calculation concerning the Event of Tickets must appear very absurd, when it is considered that the Numbers of all the Tickets are put together into a Wheel, and drawn from thence singly and promiscuously.’​[31]​ Long-time opponents of Molesworth, lottery office keepers Nicholson and Co., were still making similar remarks in 1776: none of the advertised schemes ‘are so particularly glaring and absurd as Mr. Molesworth’s Calculation Scheme, with which he has imposed on the Understandings of a generous Public (under specious Pretexts and false Pretences)’.​[32]​ For Molesworth’s detractors then, his claims were absurd because the tickets were drawn promiscuously (ie randomly). However, as we have seen, according to his rather cryptic explanation, the equal chance of each ticket being drawn was also the basis for Molesworth’s claims.
The most substantial printed attack was a pamphlet by mathematics teacher Samuel Clark, Considerations on lottery schemes in general.​[33]​ Clark asked whether Molesworth’s selection of tickets could be attained ‘by deep Researches into the Doctrine of Chances’. Clark introduced readers to probability, referred them to his book on chance and quoted from De Moivre, to show that ‘Chance alone, by its Nature, constitutes the Inequalities of Play’ and concluded that ‘the deepest Knowledge in this Science, cannot possibly enable a Man to form just Predictions, with regard to Tickets as shall prove more fortunate than others’.​[34]​ Clark shifted his focus to critique the particular terms of Molesworth’s 1775 scheme. Some elements Clark was ‘greatly at a loss to comprehend’; some objections concerned loopholes in what Molesworth offered and others concerned the vagueness of some claims.​[35]​ He suggested that the terms of Molesworth’s compensation – if there was not a prize of at least £50 in every thirty-five tickets adventurers would be recompensed – was, by considering the probability of winning a prize, insufficiently generous.​[36]​ Clark quoted Molesworth’s handbill that 296 selected tickets were equivalent to 3000 randomly chosen tickets and that this new proportion led to the ridiculous conclusion that only 5418 tickets were needed to yield more than half the total prize money.​[37]​ Clark’s ultimate conclusion ‘that all the Demonstrations this eminent Calculator can possibly produce, will never realize one superior Shilling’ to the purchasers of his tickets more than those who purchased other tickets was remarkably in line with Molesworth’s bottom line: that his tickets could be no worse than those sold by others.​[38]​
Molesworth was aware of the inadequacy of his explanations for he ‘could not enter the field of argument, as no demonstration could be given, but what must tend to a discovery of my secret’. Here, like Clark, Molesworth used demonstration to mean mathematical proof but as Simon Schaffer suggest the word also meant ‘theatrical showmanship’; Molesworth’s promotion of his lottery schemes perhaps offered more of the latter dimension while framing itself as the former.​[39]​ Instead of ‘demonstrating’ his calculation, Molesworth appealed to ‘facts’.​[40]​ Most lottery ticket sellers advertised their sales of prize-winning tickets as there was an unchallenged assumption that offices might repeat previous successes.​[41]​ Molesworth pursued this strategy to a limited extent by producing a listing of prize winners who had bought tickets from him in 1774 and 1775: a half-share of £2000 to ‘a Nobleman’, a half-chance of £2000 to ‘an Officer’, another to ‘a Gentleman at Dorking’, a half-share of £500 to ‘a poor Woman in Greenwich’, and £500 ‘in Shares, to a Society in Bond Street’ and £5000 ‘in Shares, to a Society in Dowgate Hill’. Unlike ‘the Petty Lottery-Office Keepers’ who ‘publish Lists of Prizes which they never Sold’ Molesworth claimed that these winning tickets ‘may be seen at the Exchequer, indorsed by Mr Molesworth, and the Bankers who discounted the Capital Prizes, sold in Shares, may be referred to.’​[42]​ Like the words of ‘ordinary’ people who testified to the efficacy of proprietary medicines, these identities made it seem possible that the capital prizes were winnable.
Molesworth’s defence, however, relied more heavily on the authentication of the lists of chosen tickets ‘by personages of the first rank and character’.​[43]​ In the second year that Molesworth’s selected tickets were sold, Richardson and Goodluck advertised that before the previous lottery a book listing half the ticket numbers was sealed with the Lord Mayor’s and the City of London seals; at the end of the lottery when the book was ‘opened at the Mansion-House before his Lordship and several other respectable Gentlemen’ it was found that the book contained 52 out of 72 of the capital prizes.​[44]​ High status was seen to lend witnesses credibility, and with the lottery drawing taking place in the Guildhall at the heart of the City, the choice of the Lord Mayor to authenticate Molesworth’s claims was shrewd.​[45]​ Some criticized this tactic: in 1774 Molesworth’s plan to repeat it was challenged by a correspondent to the Morning Chronicle who advised the Lord Mayor not to be used in this way and to give his ‘opinion upon that subject … [to] assert the dignity of office, [and] at the same time … put some stop to a flux of low cunning and chicanery, that has debauched the morals, and plundered the pockets of thousands.’​[46]​ Molesworth, however, went ahead.​[47]​ These authentications were frequently related in his publicity materials (figure 1) and in the newspapers: in 1775, for example, Molesworth claimed that in the previous six lotteries three quarters of the ‘capital prizes have fallen to the selected numbers, as has been proved before, and is authenticated by two Lord Mayors’.​[48]​ Again this prompted opposition: the letter writer ‘Town and Country’ asked the Mayor to stop Molesworth and described him as ‘one who attaches the title of Esquire to such a profession [“Calculator of Chances in the present Lottery”], prints hand-bills of his performances, and has the audacity to make an indirect use of your Lordship’s, and many other respectable names, the better to give a colour to his assertions.’​[49]​ that the response defended Molesworth  who as a Peer’s grandson was ‘one of the very few who have a real right to assume the appellation of Esquire’ and that ‘He uses no respectable names indirectly, his own family and connections furnishing him with numerous vouchers of the first distinction.’​[50]​
Molesworth’s own elite standing was key to his self-promotion and was often invoked as a reason for people to trust him. Early on Molesworth had been introduced to newspaper readers by his pedigree: ‘We are credibly informed’ wrote the Public Advertiser ‘that John Molesworth, Esq; Grandson of the celebrated Robert Lord Viscount Molesworth, is the Author of the Calculation’.​[51]​ Molesworth used his status to distinguish himself from other lottery office keepers. In 1770 he defended his scheme against William Nicholson’s and concluded that ‘The character my family has for many centuries sustained in public and private stations, will, I trust, be always proof against the insinuations of an upstart Lottery-office-keeper, or his paltry scribblers.’​[52]​
Molesworth’s gentle status was also established visually. In September 1773 as that year’s lottery ticket sales began Molesworth appeared in an anonymous mezzotint subtitled ‘The Celebrated Calculator’ in an oval frame with the clothes, hairstyle and pose of a gentleman (figure 2). Three years later another print with an almost identical title was published by Francis Torond but this time Molesworth was not simply a generic gentleman (Figure 3). Torond, today better known for his silhouettes, from the early 1770s ran an art school and from 1777 advertised that he took ‘Likenesses ... in the genteelest taste’.​[53]​ The publication of this print coincided with the beginning of the 1776 state lottery season and presented Molesworth in the ‘genteelest’ fashion: the wig, the clothing, and the view from the window all suggest his status. One of his wheels is in the background and he holds calculations. This portrait might usefully be compared to those of inventors depicted alongside their invention or something that signalled it. As Christine MacLeod argues, for an inventor such a portrait was ‘an expression of pride in his work, but it was also an assertion of ownership of his intellectual property, at a time when that might easily be jeopardized by a priority dispute, an adverse decision at law, or another man’s pre-emptive patent.’​[54]​ Molesworth was perhaps then asserting his proprietorship of his calculation like an inventor. Indeed he had bemoaned the fate of the ingenious: the ‘man of liberal education and distinguished abilities, whose life, perhaps, has been devoted to intense study and useful researches’ when he has ‘ventured to usher his performance to the world, is generally treated with contempt, and either shunned and despised as an impostor, or deemed a projecting mad-man’.​[55]​ His situation was supposedly compounded by his young age, and by the nature of his ‘invention’: ‘deemed impossible by mankind in general, and actually opposed by the ablest mathematicians’.​[56]​ Coupled to this self-presentation were his financial claims: on the one hand he had spent almost two thousand pounds ‘in procuring books and most curious wheels’ but on the other he was a disinterested expert who had ‘never received by the publication of my calculations, one fourth part of the money I have expended on the subject’.​[57]​
Molesworth always stressed his elite connections. In 1770 Richardson and Goodluck defended the scheme against Nicholson’s attacks that the ‘calculation is a mere chimera’ and wrote that ‘gentlemen infinitely your superiors in every kind of knowledge … all agree that calculations of this sort may be made.’​[58]​ On other occasions too, associations with elites were suggested: ‘If Mr. Molesworth promoted or contenanced imposition, he could not (as he is) be honoured with the correspondence and interest of the most distinguished literary personages of this and other kingdoms, and four in five of the Members in both Houses of Parliament.’​[59]​ In May 1776, in an ongoing dispute in the Gazetteer with ‘Anti-Jobber’ over who profited and how from the lottery Molesworth appealed again to his ‘birth, family, education and connections’ and claimed to be known by Lord North.​[60]​ Anti-Jobber, however, argued that if Molesworth felt ‘the noble blood of your ancestors rolling in your veins’ he should ‘employ yourself to nobler uses than to deal with the red cloaked women, coachmen, and servants, to trick them out of their poor 4s. 6d. … suffer not yourself to be paragraphed and exposed in the public papers … is this the conduct becoming a man who claims birth, ancestors, and consanguinity with the first and most respectable Peers of the realm?’​[61]​ Molesworth was not deterred. In August 1776 he secured his credibility by swearing an affidavit before the Lord Chief Justice, Lord Mansfield.​[62]​ This sworn statement was frequently reproduced in advertisements and recounted Molesworth’s claims and included details of the books of numbers opened by two Lord Mayors: by having his already authenticated evidence reauthorized he must have hoped to compound its trustworthiness. Such swearing and witnessing in the form of affidavits was prevalent in the 1770s; ticket sellers, for example, published sworn statements attesting that they possessed the tickets that they sold in shares and perhaps in adopting this practice Molesworth was narrowing the social distance he liked to maintain from other ticket sellers.​[63]​
Molesworth also advised on when particular tickets might be drawn. Such information was useful for insuring – a popular, controversial, lucrative and at times illegal betting that occurred during the lengthy lottery drawings. Over the weeks individuals could ‘insure’ on a particular ticket being drawn on a particular day, whether a ticket was drawn a prize or blank, or both, and to make a bet on a whole or fraction of a ticket,. In November 1772, Molesworth was said to have told Captain Donellan, the master of ceremonies at the fashionable and notorious assembly rooms, the Pantheon ‘that one of the Ten Thousands would be drawn next Day, and advised to insure upon them, and … [it] was drawn accordingly.’​[64]​ Molesworth offered more generally to advise gentlemen about insurance; in return they were to ‘enter their real Names, and promise to vouch before the Public the favourable or unfavourable Event of my Intervention.’​[65]​ As well as accumulating these testimonies on the accuracy of his advice he also offered to wager that his recommendations were superior. In November 1772 he offered to gentlemen to ‘deliver to them some numbers, by which I shall engage, in the space of a few hours drawing, to prove the truth of my assertions … and to convince the public that I do not depend upon chance only, I am ready to repeat the experiment every day, and to forfeit One Hundred Guineas each time that does not appear in my favour.’​[66]​ Like his use of the term demonstration, and his using experiments to describe both his practice drawings and, as here, his predictions, Molesworth then, frequently deployed the language of natural philosophy. He claimed to predict the precise hour when certain prizes would be drawn. On seeing which numbers had already been drawn one Saturday in December 1771, Molesworth declared ‘that a ten thousand would be drawn in the course of the next hour. It certainly happened according to his prediction’. Like accounts of prizes drawn in previous lotteries which customers could inspect, this report was verifiable as the Gazetteer’s correspondent called ‘on Mr. Hodges to contradict this relation, if it be not literally true.’​[67]​
Many of Molesworth’s opponents associated him with the supernatural. In 1775 the lottery office keepers Nash, Nightingale and Co distinguished themselves from Molesworth as unlike him they pretended ‘to no supernatural Knowledge in the Wheel of Accidents’.​[68]​ Molesworth was associated with conjurers in both the sense of performing magicians and fortune tellers. In the Annual Register for 1770, Molesworth was linked to an infamous mid-century performer, the bottle conjurer, with the association highlighting the failure to deliver the impossible. The bottle conjurer’s act – to climb inside a quart bottle – had been widely advertised, drawn a crowd but was never performed.​[69]​ In 1771 a letter to the Public Advertiser suggested that Molesworth would have been better named after the sorcerer Sydrophel from Samuel Butler’s Hudibras who tempted rats ‘Without th’Expence of Cheese or Bacon’.​[70]​ This was meant to be light-hearted as subsequent comments were introduced by the word ‘Seriously’. He was also associated with the soothsayer, Mother Shipton.​[71]​ For another writer who compared Molesworth to the Bottle Conjuror (and also the Cock-Lane Ghost and Bet Canning) these others ‘were simple frauds, played off on the weak and credulous, and intended only to laugh at the folly of those who were so easily imposed upon by every buffoon of the age’. Molesworth, however, represented something more: ‘We are now indeed arrived at the very summit of imposition, by suffering chance to assume the air of conjuration, and in the person of John Molesworth’.​[72]​ Others too cautioned: ‘The Public have been duped for two successive Years by the Magic of Calculation, let them therefore beware of the Third.’​[73]​
The association between Molesworth and conjuring was most fully realized in a print, published on 30 August 1776 which figured Molesworth as a conjuror (figure 4). Subtitled ‘The Celebrated Conjuror’, and dedicated to all lottery office keepers, this print directly referred to the print of Molesworth published ten days, ‘the Celebrated Calculator’ (figure 3). The satirical print portrayed Molesworth with the conjuror’s conventional appearance of a concealing gown, a wide-brimmed, tall, pointed hat and a wand. Molesworth’s credentials as a well-connected conjuror in a long line of eighteenth-century celebrity fortune tellers was established by his having on his table a book about Duncan Campbell, who rose to fame as a soothsayer in the early eighteenth century and whose biography was published in 1720, and a letter addressed to Mr Williams, Conjuror, Old Bailey.​[74]​ Although, as Owen Davies shows, few fortune tellers were arrested, Williams had in April 1775 been ‘apprehended … in his robes of disguise’, brought before the Lord Mayor and discharged on the promise of stopping business; he, however, continued to advertise and in June 1775 was sent to Bridewell for a month.​[75]​ Eo, meo and areo would have been familiar to theatre audiences as the assistants of Mago the conjuror in Nahum Tate’s play, A Duke and No Duke, and in this print draw tickets from his wheels, much as Christ’s Hospital School children did in the state lotteries.​[76]​ The ‘calculations’ are central to this image with Molesworth’s books lying on the table as well as lists of prizes. Perhaps this image alluded to Nathaniel Hone contemporaneous painting ‘The Conjuror’ which notoriously charged Joshua Reynolds with plagiarism.​[77]​ Whether the Molesworth print specifically referenced Hone’s painting, and there are some similarities in terms of gowns, children and apparatus, or not, both images suggest that there was a shared register of how a conjuror appeared and a shared sense that they were threatening.
Samuel Clark gave the fullest consideration to whether Molesworth was a conjuror. He established that ‘Superstition is indeed an Error of long standing’ dating from the ‘ancient Egyptians and Chaldeans’ to the recent past with the reporting in an English newspaper of a conviction of witchcraft in Hungary.​[78]​ First, Clark considered whether Molesworth ‘has a greater Share of good Luck allotted to him’, and then refuted that there was such a thing as luck. Secondly, Clark asked whether astrology ‘or In the more vulgar Acceptation of the Word, Conjuration … account for this suprizing Phenomenon of intuitive Knowledge in future Events.’​[79]​ Clark quoted John Barclay’s attacks on astrology in his historical allegory Argenis and charted the early use of lots, chances and sortes. All this, Clark argued, was enough to convince readers that ‘the celebrated Investigator of these Golden Numbers … is not indebted … to any diabolical, magical, astrological or preternatural Intelligence whatsoever, in short, that he cannot justly be deemed a Conjuror’.​[80]​
I’d like to turn now to assessing Molesworth’s impact. According to his publicity his popularity was tremendous: ‘The Premier has not a more numerous levee, than Mr Molesworth has every morning -’.​[81]​ Although this is not a very good indicator of his impact Molesworth’s claims did set the agenda for competition between lottery ticket sellers in the 1770s to such an extent that other lottery ticket sellers claimed to have a calculation and at least one claimed to take ‘Great care … to have no calculated numbers.’​[82]​ Fragmentary evidence from Molesworth’s customers gives us some clues as to how his claims were viewed. In 1775 Sir Francis-Carr Clerke, an ensign, wrote to his friend, Alexander Hume-Campbell, Lord Polwarth. Francis-Carr recounted his travels (including a trip to Margate for ‘fishing, sailing, shooting, bathing and dancing’), being on duty at Windsor, and plans to buy lottery tickets: ‘After my Return, either on Wednesday or Thursday I intend to purchasing the Lottery Ticketts, they are now thirteen Pound, three Shillings, & they think the Ticketts may probably fall in a Day or two’. Five days later he wrote again: ‘I went this Morning to Molesworth’s Shop, & purchased the Lottery Tickets; the Numbers 15-280, 18-496, 25-347 & 56-323 They cost 13£:5s each, market Price, and then one Pound more advance on each to enjoy the Benefits Molesworth proposes with his warranted Tickets.’​[83]​ Here then was a customer who watched the ticket prices and who was willing to pay the additional charges for the benefits Molesworth offered.​[84]​ This was clearly a considered purchase but on the question of whether some tickets were more likely than others to win prizes Clerke was conspicuously tentative: ‘I am not very anxious about any of the above Numbers therfore your Lordship will fix upon which you please to be our joint Ticket, tho’ I own I should rather prefer 15-280.’​[85]​ For another customer, the details of what Molesworth offered mattered: a correspondent of Samuel Curwen’s in 1776 wrote about ‘Molesworth’s Plan’ and compared the details given in the newspaper to those given in ‘Molesworth’s publication’ obtained in the city but concluded that they were the same.​[86]​
	Print was central to the lottery and in commentary on this culture, and advertising in particular, Molesworth had a particular connotation. He was satirised as one of a ‘class of authors’ whose advertisements were too good to be true: ‘Are there not daily advertisements of sales “far below prime cost,” … to the evident advantage of the Public, and loss of the advertiser? and does not Mr. Molesworth press adventurers … to purchase his tickets and shares, though he knows, by certain calculation, that they are to be drawn prizes?’​[87]​ Francis Grose had made a similar point a few years earlier: ‘Mr. Molesworth and other Gentlemen deeply skilled in the science of calculations, the mysteries of the Cabala, or possessed of some other profitable secret, with a like philanthropic spirit are ready to direct you to the choice of the most fortunate numbers in the lottery, or such other methods of applying your money, as will ensure your acquiring a capital fortune without risque in a very short time’.​[88]​ Molesworth also connoted ludicrous calculations. In a Commons’ debate, for example, on a ‘motion for drawing the petitions concerning elections from a glass’ one member commented that the procedure ‘reduced their decisions … to a situation more ridiculous than Molesworth’s calculations.’​[89]​
In the press, advertisers repeatedly appealed to the public as arbiters: ‘The Public’ according to Richardson and Goodluck, for example, ‘are the best Judges whether it [Molesworth’s calculation] can be an Imposition.’​[90]​ Perhaps the best indicator of the public;s views views was a debate by the Robin Hood Society. According to its historian Mary Thrale, the Robin Hood Society was ‘the most famous debating society in England’.​[91]​ The Gazetteer (then edited by Robert Huddleston Wynne, ‘a well-known speaker’ at the Robin Hood Society) reported that the meeting on 21 October 1776 attracted a large audience: ‘there was the most numerous and respectable meeting known for many years, upwards of four hundred persons’ with many turned away.​[92]​ The question which had drawn them was ‘“Whether Mr. Molesworth’s Calculations upon Lotteries were of advantage to adventurers, or an imposition on the credulity of the public.”’ According to the Gazetteer ‘Several able speakers distinguished themselves with great candour and impartiality’, and ‘it was almost unanimously resolved … “That Mr. Molesworth’s Calculations were beneficial to the public”’.​[93]​ In 1776, then, Molesworth’s calculations were a vibrant, interesting and attractive topic for discussion. Crucially, the motion that was voted on suggests a change in direction from the original question and might have allowed its supporters to disbelieve Molesworth’s claims. The conclusion that ‘Molesworth’s Calculations were beneficial to the public’ might have been drawn from a discussion that considered the calculations as absurd but harmless, and that they added to the spectacle, drama, attraction and mystery of the lottery. In the context of some modern scholarly concerns we may want to know whether people believed Molesworth’s claims but what was more important for the Robin Hood Society at least, was whether his claims were beneficial. If the Robin Hood Society’s debate is the closest we might come to ‘the public’ it is crucial to remember that this society excluded women (and as such was out of step with other debating societies) and most of the members were ‘of the middling and lower ranks’.​[94]​ 
The debate was widely reported and discussed.​[95]​ ‘Candidus’ attacked Molesworth in a letter to the Gazetteer on the day of the debate. Candidus claimed that most people, except ‘a few basket-women, dust and Carmen’, were ‘incredulous’ of Molesworth’s claims: ‘you will hear the generality crying out, infatuation! an insult upon our understanding! ridiculous!’ Candidus claimed that Molesworth had sponsored both the question and the debate‘so that in defiance of all human understanding he is sure to carry the question’.​[96]​ Molesworth wrote to the Gazetteer to defend himself: he related how the proposer of the question denied any knowledge of Molesworth and that when at the debate Candidus was asked to step forward and he did not ‘a Motion was made and carried, without a single dissenting Voice, “That the Letter was a most scandalous, false, and infamous Attack upon the Character of Mr. Molesworth.”’​[97]​
Candidus thought that the question that Molesworth had put before the Robin Hood Society was: ‘“Whether or not his (so called, though far from) calculations are true and consisting with reason?”’ In fact Candidus jokingly called for a different question to be debated which again connected Molesworth to the fortune teller at the Old Bailey: “Whether or not the Calculator comes under the act of Parliament (called Fielding’s act) by which the Old Bailey Conjurer was committed to Bridewell?” but more seriously requested that ‘Justice ... should … severely punish so glaring an imposition’ and indeed called on Mr. Payne ‘that vigilant officer, who rids the city of so many nuisances’ to address the matter.​[98]​ 
So what happened to Molesworth? He was publicly prominent in the English lottery ticket business only in the 1770s. His financial position was precarious as he went through bankruptcy proceedings twice in the 1770s and was in the King’s Bench prison, presumably for debt, in 1774.​[99]​ He seems to have withdrawn from prominence in England in the late 1770s. The beginning of Molesworth’s final undoing was his selling shares of a chance for a ticket which when it was drawn in December 1776 a £20,000 prize it turned out that he did not possess the original ticket. The sale of shares in tickets they did not own was the archetypal fraud that lottery keepers were said to perpetrate and many advertised repeatedly that their tickets were held safely by bankers, or placed in a ‘strong Iron Chest’.​[100]​ Molesworth claimed that the agent who was supposed to deposit the original ticket with the bankers had not done so. He did not admit fault but ‘rather than have his Conduct questioned, or his Business interrupted … paid the Gentleman a very large Sum of Money’ to bring an end to the incident. In characteristic fashion Molesworth defended himself by describing the properness and rationality of his behaviour: it was not profitable to sell the ticket anyway and he could call on eminent bankers to certify his good business practice. He published affidavits by him and other relevant parties in his defence.​[101]​ There were many attacks on Molesworth in the newspapers when it became known what had happened with correspondents also suggesting how to prevent such situations arising again.​[102]​ It was expected that this would be Molesworth’s undoing, as a private correspondent commented (and invoking the not uncommon pairing of a comment about Molesworth as a conjuror followed by a point introduced by the word ‘serious’) ‘what can Molesworth do, he must be entirely blasted as a conjurer, a Man who knows the good prizes, to sell the £20000 without having it in his possession, is such a degree of folly, as even no Chambermaid can swallow; to be serious, the iniquety of Officer Keepers ought to be enquired into’.​[103]​ The case came to the Court of Common Pleas in June 1780 and was between the purchaser of the ticket, Edward Yeo, MP for Coventry, and the lottery office keepers Robert and John Johnson.​[104]​ It was reported that ‘it was clearly proved … not only that Mr. Molesworth never was a partner with, or an agent to, the defendants, but that he was of the first family and character, and that his part in the transaction was strictly fair and honourable.’ The verdict was for the defendants and the report concluded ‘that Mr. Molesworth, who was called as a witness by both parties, delivered the clearest, most candid, and decisive evidence we ever yet heard in any court of judicature; it met with universal respect, admiration, and applause.’​[105]​
In 1777 the year after this scandal first broke Molesworth faced the issue of how to instill confidence in the purchasers of shares in lottery tickets and restore their trust in him. The ante was upped by his long-term rival Nicholson who on 14 July 1777 was granted Royal Letters Patent for a scheme for ‘securing the property of all persons, who may become purchasers of shares of in the present and future State Lotteries’ having taken into consideration ‘the many frauds practiced, in the selling shares of Tickets’.​[106]​ Molesworth soon copied Nicholson and was granted Royal Letters Patent ‘for his new invention of an effectual method to fully secure the purchasers of Shares, Chances, or interests of State Lottery Tickets, from suffering any loss either thro’ accident, error or design of the seller’ on 29 September 1777.​[107]​ Like Molesworth’s earlier strategy of having his chosen tickets authenticated by men of high status, a patent was another sort of warranty – a way of inducing trust – that could be advertised but as Maxine Berg writes it could also be more. In the context of Henry Clay’s patents in the 1770s for japanned papier mâché, she argues that patents ‘were in many ways a form of advertisement, an endorsement, a sign of modernity and technical ingenuity. … the patent itself was a consumer good, displaying the patent holder’s place in enlightened society as a creator of novelties, as making advances based on scientific principles, as part of the world of arts.’​[108]​ In these ways, a patent certainly fitted alongside Molesworth’s overall presentation as the gentleman designer of the calculation. By this point Molesworth was not selling tickets from his own offices; John Sharman advertised in September 1777 that he was the ‘Proprietor of Mr. Molesworth’s Calculations’ and the following month Sharman was supposedly ‘the only person appointed to act and sell shares and chances, pursuant to the patent’.​[109]​ The patent was described as being fully endorsed and superior to Nicholson’s, its method ‘the Attorney-General and other great lawyers have declared to be an absolute security to the public, and have given a full and positive opinion, that other schemes heretofore and lately pompously held forth, are deceptions and no security whatsoever.’​[110]​ As usual, the chance to attack the competition was not missed and nor was the opportunity to advertise the endorsements from those of high status. 
Molesworth faded from the foreground in England at about this time although he had some sort of involvement until his death with a controversial lottery-related business with Messrs Shergold at the Royal Union Bank and was involved in a couple of other disputes.​[111]​ Sharman continued to advertise that he was selling tickets, shares and chances ‘selected from the numbers in Mr. Molesworth’s Calculation’ in 1779; and in 1780, while not naming Molesworth, Sharman was still selling tickets in the calculation.​[112]​ Others promoted ideas of selected numbers but unlike Molesworth who never explained why some numbers were more likely than others to be drawn prizes they ventured reasons. The way the tickets were placed in the barrels as well as the numbers drawn in previous lotteries supposedly affected which ones were likely to be drawn prizes.​[113]​
Molesworth’s currency continued in Ireland. He had been born in Dublin, had family in Ireland and may have been living there in the 1780s.​[114]​ English, and later Irish lottery tickets, selected by Molesworth himself (or based upon his scheme) were available in Ireland from at least as early as 1776 until after his death in 1791.​[115]​ The debates in Ireland were similar to those in England, with Molesworth’s defenders rehearsing the same evidence and strategies.​[116]​ There were some differences however. For one writer, Molesworth was among those who offered ‘gross insults’ to ‘common sense’ and the only argument ‘to undeceive those who are silly enough to believe him, would be, to have the ingenious calculator and his agent soundly horsewhipped for their impudence.’​[117]​ Molesworth had a greater longevity in Ireland than England: as a letter writer to the Freeman’s Journal noticed ‘The insult to the public understanding of Molesworth’s pretended calculation … was endured but a short interval in England … it became the wonder and ridicule of the moment, and then, like a true bubble, vanished into air.’​[118]​ At the end of the century the London press still contained lingering references to Molesworth: in the 1798 lottery his ‘system of Calculation’ was being used by Mr Hodges of Pall-mall.​[119]​

Molesworth’s was a rocky career. His fortunes rose and fell financially with, bankruptcies, time in King’s Bench prison, controversial court cases and associations with untrustworthy business colleagues. Many of his promotional strategies – handbills, flattering portraits, new schemes, public demonstrations of equipment, applications for a patent, newspaper publicity drives, profile raising gambits – were not just the everyday work of advertising his business but at times were attempts to recover his reputation following misfortunes. That it was in the interests of those in the lottery business to oppose each other and generate publicity was noted by contemporaries.​[120]​
Many commentators hovered between treating Molesworth as entertainment and some sort of a threat for some it was all thoroughly light-hearted.​[121]​ One writer had fun describing a visit to see Molesworth’s wheels: 
the cylindrical box is divided into six cavities …: No. 1, for Old Women; No. 2, Children; No. 3. Insensibles; No. 4, Desperadoes; No. 5, Drivellers; No. 6, Superstitious/ From the middle of the case behind A, as marked in the figure of the wheel obligingly given in Mr. Molesworth’s hand-bill, comes out a trunk … called Molesworth’s sucking-pipe: this has two other shoots one of which … applies to your brain, the other to your pocket; and such is the wonderful power of their attraction, that, except you are very much on your guard, they effectually drain the cellulæ of the one, and the lining of the other, in an instant. Opposite to this is another pipe of curious mechanism called Molesworth’s puffing pipe; this pipe, … produces advertisements, affidavits, Lord Mayor’s certificates, paragraphs … all pro bono publico.’​[122]​ 
This description of Molesworth’s promotional strategies was fairly accurate but the same point could be made more aggressively by his adversaries: they claimed that he advertised ‘without one Voucher to back his Assertions, but his own pompous Advertisements, which are replete with Falsehood and Misrepresentations.’​[123]​
At times the newspaper attacks on Molesworth took the form of ludicrous suggestions with spoof letters asking for Molesworth’s advice about whether there will be a war, for his election predictions ,weather forecasts, and to foretell the fate of officers and soldiers going to America.​[124]​ Molesworth also apparently planned to apply his ability to select lottery tickets to foreign lotteries  and by investing public funds and winning a disproportionate number of prizes the ‘government will …be enabled to liquidate the national debt’.​[125]​ Molesworth, and his defenders, usually claimed that this sort of ‘Billingsgate scurrility’ was beneath contempt; or had been inserted by interested parties.​[126]​ At other times , Molesworth, or his supporters, objected to the writings of the ‘hireling scribblers’ and whether apocryphal or not, the Morning Chronicle reported that so advantageous were Molesworth’s schemes in 1774 that other lottery office keepers were subscribing four pence each every night ‘for the purpose of inserting paragraphs in the papers against Mr. Molesworth’.​[127]​ Perhaps in opposition to the humour, Molesworth’s own presentation was characterized by seriousness: ‘He always has been, and ever is ready to convince any inquirers, that he has been really serious and assiduous in persuit [sic] of the subject in which he is engaged.’​[128]​ 
Molesworth shaped lottery debates for a decade, and beyond the immediate world of the lottery his name was synonymous with ridiculous schemes. His financial success was limited but adventurers in the lottery did scrutinise his schemes and certainly bought his chosen tickets. Molesworth’s claim that the tickets he sold were more likely to win the large lottery prizes than other tickets was laughed at and attacked for being both absurd,because the tickets were drawn randomly from the wheels. and for being an imposition, because he was preying upon the vulnerable. At times his harshest critics described him as a conjuror and wanted him to be apprehended. Molesworth employed a vast range of eighteenth-century strategies to distance himself from these associations and to earn the trust of his customers. Much was familiar from natural philosophy and was framed by the notions of demonstrations, experiments, proofs and facts: calculations (although they, like other scientific secrets, could not be revealed), and repeated trials using apparatus that could be inspected . He also offered all sorts of other guarantees – wagers, patents, authenticated lists – drawn from social, corporate and legal contexts and involving others of elite status testifying to the veracity of his claims. At the heart of his approach was always his status as a gentleman which he established visually – by his dress, posture and setting – as well as by his pedigree, his education, his associations and his honourable behaviour.
	We have perhaps learnt less about contemporary understandings of chance than we might have expected here. Because Molesworth was in the business of chance he could adopt mathematical ‘proofs’ to defend his claims and present himself as a gentleman mathematician. His detractors were united in their commitment to the randomness of the lottery and even Molesworth claimed that his calculation was based on the equality of chances (while at the same time claiming that his selected tickets were more likely to be drawn prizes). We saw Molesworth’s customers tentative about whether some tickets were more likely to be drawn prizes but keen to take advantage of other aspects of his schemes. What is perhaps most telling is how ‘Candidus’, who attacked Molesworth at the time of the Robin Hood Society debate proposed to reject what he thought was the question for debate – about whether Molesworth’s claims were ‘ true and consisting with reason’– to debate instead whether Molesworth could, like a conjuror, be committed to Bridewell. Understandings of chance here then were sometimes less of a preoccupation than whether Molesworth, and indeed the lottery itself, was an ‘imposition’ that preyed upon the vulnerable and should be challenged.
How should we categorise Molesworth? In the eighteenth century Molesworth was placed alongside other notorious and ‘celebrated’ figures: like the Bottle Conjuror who duped contemporaries but also those like the brothel owner, Charlotte Hayes.​[129]​ For others who came later, like the ‘greatest enchanter of the eighteenth century’ Count Cagliostro, Molesworth was invoked to help introduce them.​[130]​ Molesworth, like others at this time, was ‘celebrated’ in both the negative and positive senses of this term; he always maintained his gentlemanly status and often chose to present himself as a particular sort of gentleman, a gentleman mathematician invoking his own genius, inventiveness and expertise as a calculator and experimenter. We might also want to make connections to other eighteenth-century figures like other roughly contemporaneous figures like James Graham and Philippe de Loutherbourg who, like Molesworth, offered mechanical spectacle and bridged the worlds of commerce, natural philosophy and performance.​[131]​ Molesworth’s story then allows us to challenge, and to some extent collapse, the boundaries between the charlatan and the natural philosopher.
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